WebEx Agenda
  ask about adding dr. hawker to next week’s call
  concept designs and review
  Review of what we’ve done
  What we plan to do
  hurdles/barriers

WebEx Meeting 4:00 PM
Went through requirements scoped for project, created repository to track changes to requirements

Get in habit of putting all of our stuff on Jira

Look into Jira DVCS connector plugin

In the midst of code impact analysis, in the area of getting ready to make changes

Looking into release requirements, Tom is researching requirements for making submissions and building checklist
  Lee controls Google Play/Apple Store accounts, need to get details on those from him

Making prototypes for Lee for filter feature on the map

Apple requires Mac OS 10.7 or later for releasing apps, need to figure out how old a machine can run that

Lee likes the transparency options from Stephan’s mockup, thinks we should stick to the left-swipe paradigm for accessing the filter options though

4:40 PM Meeting End
- Update Jira/Effort spreadsheets
- Code elements in Jira
- Sencha Touch